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Mine to Lose is a story of Emogen (Em) and Ryan (Ry) who are happily engaged to be married. Things seem
perfect to Em, until Ryan accepts a job relocation without discussing it with Emogen first. So a long distance
relationship begins.
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Mine to Lose (Mine to Love Book 1) at . Read honest and
unbiased product reviews from our users.
Mine to Lose is the first book in the Mine to Love series by T.K. Rapp. Great opening book in this series. The
storyline was solid and well thought out. The characters were well developed and had great depth, emotion and
chemistry. Can't wait to read the next book in this series and more by this author.
Mine to Lose (Mine to Love Book 1) ... Mine to Lose is a story of Emogen (Em) and Ryan (Ry) who are
happily engaged to be married. Things seem perfect to Em, until Ryan accepts a job relocation without
discussing it with Emogen first. So a long distance relationship begins.
Best books like Mine to Lose : #1 Rewired (Progress, #3) #2 Bleeding Hearts Anthology #3 A Little Broken #4
Lost Until You (Until You #1) #5 A Woman Gone...
Mine To Love (1 books in series) Mine to Lose (2014) language. English. author. T.K. Rapp. 3.83 of 5 Votes: 2.
Share this book: review 1: This was a cute read about having love, losing it and trying to get over just to come
about face. You live, learn and become stronger then you ever thought you would. The author handles serious
issues of ...
Mine to Lose (Volume 1) by T.K. Rapp Paperback, 276 Pages, Published 2014: ISBN-10: 1-4949-0940-5 /
1494909405 ISBN-13: 978-1-4949-0940-6 / 9781494909406: What happens when the fairy tale ends before it
even begins? ... No copies of this book were found in stock from 839 online book stores and marketplaces.
If something is mine to lose, I have it now. Whether I get to keep it depends on how I act. Mary and Paul are
romantically involved. If Mary doesn't act appropriately when he's had a car accident, she may/will lose her
relationship to Paul.
NickBulanovv. Our love was a losing battle at the beginning. We knew we were heading towards the cliff and
yet, we always chose to live in the moment than to think of the days ahead.
Baby Be Mine (Spinsters and Playboys Series Book 1) by Wanitta Praks: The search for sperm could lead to
disastrous result… or the love of your life. Read Baby Be Mine to find out what happens when one woman
decides to find sperm to conceive, only to fall in love with two different men.
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